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Hugh Fraser
finds pleasure
in penning
violent thrillers
Laura
Boast
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It would be easy to mistake
Hugh Fraser for his character
Captain Hastings in the BBC
mystery series Poirot. His portrayal of Hercule Poirot’s genteel, dependable, and dashing
sidekick is not too far off the
real man.
But should you mistake
the man for his character,
you would be very mistaken
indeed.
Underneath Fraser’s patrician good looks and impeccable manners, lurking in
his ‘little grey cells,’ as Poirot
would say, is a killer. A contract killer, to be precise —
named Rina Walker.
Rina is Fraser’s creation. The
actor is now a crime novelist,
and his thrillers — Harm, published last year, and Threat,
just out — are as far away from
Christie’s cosy settings as you
could get.
His anti-heroine’s childhood in London is less art
deco, more 1950s squalor.
Rina’s adulthood is spent in
the world of drug trafficking
and assassinations. It’s enough
to make Miss Marple tut-tut in
disapproval.
We sat down with Fraser —

to tea, naturally — at U.K.’s
Crimefest to talk about his
decision to write thrillers
steeped in violence. It started with his own appreciation
for the genre, he says, praising Quentin Tarantino’s The
Hateful Eight.
“I think I have always had
some taste for the noir,” he

I restrain my dark side,
hopefully, quite effectively.
Except I have dark urges like
the guy in front of you at the
traffic lights Hugh Fraser

says. “I restrain my dark side,
hopefully, quite effectively.
Except I have dark urges like
the guy in front of you at the
traffic lights. Reading books
and watching violent films is
a vicarious release.”
He admits writing dark
scenes is even more cathartic.
“I’m rebelling against typecasting,” says Fraser.
The dialogue in his books
is coarse — particularly that
of Rina’s childhood in Notting
Hill, a rough part of London
in the ’50s. Fraser says his experience as an actor helped.
“As an actor, your point of
interest is to read the dialogue
in films and TV, so I think I

may have become accustomed
to narrative through dialogue,”
he says.
It also helped that he heard
real-life conversations as an
acting student in Notting Hill
in 1964.
He remembers the slums,
racial tension, and gangsters.
What is now a gastropub was
at the time a hangout for local thugs.
“I shared a room with another student and we used
to visit a greasy spoon café,”
he recalls.
Years later on a movie set,
Fraser met the café owner,
who’d become a caterer. The
actor asked what happened to
the greasy spoon.
“The local villains made
me store stolen property,” the
caterer said, and told Fraser
how he had discovered guns
in the back of his café one day.
That was the end of the greasy
spoon for him.
So Fraser has had brushes
with criminality, but what
about women like his tough,
ruthless protagonist, Rina?
Turns out he’s descended
from a long line of strong
women.
His great aunts were suffragettes. One was arrested
for smashing windows at a
protest and imprisoned with
others, becoming part of the
1916 hunger strike at Holloway
prison, immortalized in the
2015 film Suffragette. She was
force-fed and beaten senseless
by police in the ordeal.
While he doesn’t shy away
from violence against women
in his writing, he wants to
demonstrate their courage
fighting back. Threat, the sequel to his first book, shows
Rina grappling with, and trying
to escape from, the criminal
underworld of which she’s
part.
“It’s like a lobster pot,” he
says of his character’s place
in that world.
“It’s an easy life to get into,
and difficult to get out of.”

in comic book form
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If adult fairy tales are your
thing — and it’s a sub-genre
with plenty of material —
take a look at Shame, the
lavish new book from Alberta publisher Renegade.
It’s all about a wish
gone wrong, like so many
great stories, and about
longing, magic, and above
all, evil. So much terrible
evil.
It’s been written by
veteran creator Kindzierski, who’s just moved
from Winnipeg to Montreal, and illustrated so
beautifully by London’s
John Bolton, whose
painted artwork has always been breathtaking.
Bolton, the publishers
proudly reveal, turned
down a ton of other
work to spend 10 years
painting this utterly

beautiful graphic novel. Let’s
be grateful he did.
But it’s not without its
challenges.
The fairytale theme and
female protagonists involve
copious nudity, and perhaps
not every reader would consider it all absolutely necessary.
But Bolton’s fully-painted art
makes it feel like a comic book
that escaped from the Renaissance, and the tragic narrative
will keep you hooked.

BOOK BRIEF
DJ Khaled offers up
his advice in book form
DJ Khaled wants it all written down.
The hip-hop producer
and artist, radio personality and Snapchat favourite has a deal with Crown
Archetype for The Keys,
to be published Nov. 22.
According to an announcement by publishing company Crown, the
book will feature personal stories, his philoso-

phy for success and the
background for some of
his catchphrases such as
“special cloth alert” and
“bless up.”
The book’s title refers
to what Khaled has called
his bits of advice.
He said that he wanted
to let everybody know
the bits are the keys from
his perspective. Khaled’s
most recent album, Major
Key, came out last summer. the associated press

